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1. Using the Celebration Labels Dies; die cut out the 4 different sizes (except the largest size)
out of a piece of Pumpkin Pie card stock. Do this twice so you have a total of 8 die cut
pieces.
2. Sponge the outside edges of all the die cut pieces using Pumpkin Pie ink.
3. Attach all your Label Dies together as shown; using liquid glue or Stampin' Seal.
4. Place your "pumpkin" in your trimmer and trim off the bottom edge; beginning at the largest
dies curve. (Do this to both "pumpkins".)
5. Cut a strip of Soft Suede card stock 3/4" X 3" and using the Lovely Labels Pick a Punch;
punch one end. Attach your "pumpkin stem" to the back side of one of the "pumpkins".
(Optional: Do this to both "pumpkins".)
6. Using 2 of the solid leave dies from the Gathered Leaves Dies; smooch them into the Old
Olive ink pad and then place them on a piece of Old Olive card stock and run them through
your die cutting machine.
7. Attach one leaf to the front of your pumpkin and the other behind the stem as shown using
glue dots. (Optional: Do this to both "pumpkins".)
8. Cut a piece of Pumpkin Pie card stock 6" X 8" and on the 6" side score at 1 1/2" and at 4
1/2"; turn and on the 8" side score at 3 1/4" and at 4 3/4".
9. With the 8" side facing you cut on the score line to meet the score line; do this to both of the
score lines on both 8" sides.
10. Fold on all the score lines and fold your box up. Adhere your box together using Stampin'
Seal Plus or Liquid Glue.
11. Attach your "Pumpkins" to the front and back side of the box using liquid glue.
12. Using 3 pieces of Linen Thread tie a bow and attach to your pumpkin as shown using a glue
dot.
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Pumpkin Treat Box
Celebration Labels Dies
• Celebration Labels Dies - 153570
Price: $35.00

• Gathered Leaves Dies - 150662
Price: $26.00

• Lovely Labels Pick A Punch - 152883
Price: $23.00

• Pumpkin Pie 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 105117
Price: $8.75

• Old Olive 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 100702
Price: $8.75

• Soft Suede 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 115318
Price: $8.75

• Pumpkin Pie Classic Stampin' Pad - 147086
Price: $7.50

• Old Olive Classic Stampin' Pad - 147090
Price: $7.50

• Linen Thread - 104199
Price: $5.00

• Stamping Sponges - 141337
Price: $4.00

• Multipurpose Liquid Glue - 110755
Price: $4.00

• Stampin' Seal+ - 149699
Price: $12.00

Add All to Cart
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